
KJ Works MK1 17-round gas magazine
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18753-KJ-Works-MK1-17-round-gas-magazine

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Airsoft Type MSRP

CPG2620
Rep kj mk1 gas magazine - 17

shots 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  17  Gas  33.00 € incl. tax

17-round gas magazine for MK1 KJ Works airsoft replica.
17-round magazine for Browning Buck Mark type airsoft replica from KJ Works. This charger recharges
with bottled gas.

 

Despite everything you can read on the Internet and in the manufacturer's manual, we recommend that you
never introduce silicone or grease into airsoft magazines. Grease has a devastating effect on a replica because
it will directly grease the rubber of the hop-up and the internal barrel, which leads to a loss of precision and
even more dust fixation. Never introduce chemicals such as grease, silicone spray or the like into the charger,
hop-up, balls, internal parts of the AEG. Silicone is only used on pneumatic parts such as the cylinder of a
gear box or a movable O-ring.

Limit the number of pellets to 70-80% of the magazine capacity, never force the introduction of pellets
with a pellet charger.
Too many beads can slow down nozzle operation and may impact ball path and feed.
If you want to keep your magazine for many years, it is also imperative that you do not operate the
spring to its maximum capacity.
Never store your loaded magazine for a long period of use, the spring charged for a long time may be
irreparably damaged with a settling effect.
Use balls with impeccable sphericity.

 

Features :

Weight in kg: 0.22
Country of manufacturer: Taiwan
Material: Metal
Manufacturer: KJW
Magazine capacity: 23 rounds

 

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18753-KJ-Works-MK1-17-round-gas-magazine


Operating principle: GAS GBB
Black color

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


